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The Hobbit: The Battle of The Five Armies Peter Jackson takes cues from the
appendices of The Lord Of The Rings to expand New Line Cinema's Hobbit
adaptation with this third film completing the epic tale of Bilbo Baggins, as
played by Martin Freeman. The story opens to find the vengeful dragon
Smaug (voice of Benedict Cumberbatch) decimating the peaceful hamlet of
Laketown as Bilbo, Thorin (Richard Armitage) and the rest of the dwarves lay
claim to the Lonely Mountain. But their celebration is short-lived as Thorin
grows obsessed with finding the Arkenstone. Meanwhile, Galadriel (Cate
Blanchett) Elrond (Hugo Weaving) and Saruman (Christopher Lee) battle the
Nazgul in an attempt to free Gandalf (Ian McKellen), and get some
unexpected help from eccentric wizard Radagast (Sylvester McCoy).
Unfortunately for all involved the struggle has only just begun, because as
armies of dwarves, elves, orcs, humans and goblins converge at the base of the
Lonely Mountain, the fight for the future of Middle Earth begins. Warner/New
Line
Longmire Season 3 In this riveting 2-Disc, 10-Episode Set, Sheriff Walt
Longmire (Robert Taylor) is reeling from a series of devastating traumas. Best
friend, Henry (Lou Diamond Phillips), is going to prison on murder charges. His
deputy, Branch (Bailey Chase), has been shot by a mysterious "white warrior."
And Walt's right-hand deputy, Vic (Katee Sackhoff ), may not have shaken off a
stalker from her past. While Walt shoulders these burdens, his daughter, Cady
(Cassidy Freeman), fights in court to clear Henry's name, and The Ferg (Adam
Bartly) holds down the fort behind the scenes as threats to the lawmen come
from all directions. Absaroka County's dark secrets run deeper than Walt
imagined, and the closer he gets to uncovering the true bloody hand behind
his wife's murder, the more he realizes that connections and corruptions may
ensnare them all. Warner
Pioneer is set in the early 1980s, at the beginning of the Norwegian Oil Boom
when enormous oil and gas deposits were discovered in the North Sea.
Authorities aim to bring the oil ashore and Petter, a professional diver, has the
discipline, strength and courage to take on the world's most dangerous
mission. But a sudden, tragic accident changes everything. Petter is sent on a
perilous journey and gradually, he realizes that he is in way over his head and
that his life is at stake. Magnolia
Super Bowl XLIX Champions After a decade of waiting, the New England
Patriots are the World Champions of professional football once again. The
Patriots conducted a dominating 2014 Season with the franchise s fourth
Vince Lombardi Trophy. After winning their sixth straight AFC East Title, New
England came back twice to defeat Baltimore before dominating Andrew
Luck and the Colts for the AFC Championship. New England then traveled to
Glendale, Arizona and dethroned the Seattle Seahawks to win Super Bowl
XLIX. Experience the journey of the 2014 New England Patriots as NFL Films
takes you through their extraordinary season. With sideline access,
award-winning cinematography and pulse-pounding music, join Tom Brady,
Rob Gronkowski, and head coach Bill Belichick as they add another chapter to
the storied history of the New England Patriots. Warner
White Haired Witch In a bold retelling of the classic fantasy novel, the Imperial
court is plagued by corruption as tyrants rule over the land. With the
Manchurians preying on a weakened empire, war is imminent. To save the
victims from their suffering, sorceress Jade Raksha fights the soldiers that
oppress people for their own gain. As payback, local government officials
decide to pin the murder of Governor Zhuo Zhonglian on Jade, turning her
and the members of her cult into wanted fugitives for a crime they didn't
commit. Well Go USA
Complete Series of Gomer Pyle U.S.M.S Gomer Pyle was a sweet but not too
smart Marine from Mayberry, North Carolina who was stationed at Camp
Henderson near Los Angeles, California. Gomer's innocence, naivete and
low-key demeanor often got him into trouble, most frequently at the hands of
his loud-mouthed superior, Sgt. Carter. Duke, Frankie, Lester and Larry were
some of Gomer's pals and fellow enlisted men at Camp Henderson, and Lou
Anne Poovie was his sometimes girlfriend. This spin-off of The Andy Griffith
Show featured beloved mechanic Gomer Pyle entering the Marine Corps. Jim
Nabors played Pyle, resurrecting the character's catchphrases, including
"Surprise, surprise, surprise!" and "Shazam!" said in Pyle's trademark Southern
drawl. His genial goofiness often clashed with the brashness of Sgt. Vince
Carter (Frank Sutton), providing much of the show's humor. This collection
presents all five seasons of this show about America's favorite Private. One of
the funniest shows of the 1960's. This took the premise of putting the very
innocent and naive Gomer Pyle from the Andy Griffith show and putting him
into the greatest killing machine ever. The thing that made this show great
was not only his interaction with Sergeant Carter, but with other people as
well. The situations that Gomer would get into as a result of his naive nature
helped to make this show the classic that it was. Also, Frank Sutton created
one of the classic characters in the history of television in Sergeant Carter. Not
only could Carter be easily exasperated, but in a lot of instances he also could
be seen as more of a big brother to Gomer as he bumbled his way through his
hitch in the marines. Paramount
What Would Jesus Do? The Journey Continues A powerful and
thought-provoking story about 4 individuals - a singer, a newspaper editor, a
wealthy philanthropist and a Minister who lost his faith - all vowing to walk in
the steps of Jesus. Every day and every decision becomes a turning point in
their lives as they must ask themselves What Would Jesus Do? Cinedign
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Unbroken Angelina Jolie directs this true-life tale of Louis Zamperini, the
Olympic track star who survived a plane crash in World War II, only to fight for
his life against nature and eventually as a prisoner of war. Joel and Ethan Coen
provide the script. Louis (Jack O'Connell) grows up a rough-hewn kid on the
verge of becoming a full-on delinquent, until his brother starts training him to
be a track star. Louis excels at the sport, and eventually represents America at
the 1936 Summer Olympics in Berlin. During his training, he learns to become
resilient and disciplined; his brother's words of advice, "If you can take it, you
can make it," push him to overcome any adversity. He must live up to that
adage under the most extreme circumstances after his plane is shot down
during another bombing raid. He is stranded at sea for more than a month,
only to be found by the Japanese and forced to endure constant physical
abuse at the hands of sadistic prison-camp guard Mutsuhiro Watanabe
(Japanese pop star Miyavi), who wants to break Louis' indomitable spirit.
Universal
Confessions of a Prodigal Son A coming-of-age tale following Sean (Nathan
Clarkson) as he rebels and leaves his home, family and father (Kevin Sorbo) to
figure out life on his own. Two years later--while still on the journey to find
life's answers--Sean suddenly finds himself questioning everything he
thought he knew as he is confronted by a professor (Darwin Harris) who
challenges Sean to see his life as a story; a best friend (Azel James) walking a
dangerous path; and a strong and beautiful young woman (Rachael Lee) who
is on her own journey to answers. Each one of these elements causes Sean to
greater examine the choices he is making. Universal
Easter Family Pack 6 Classic Give the gift of meaningful entertainment
throughout the springtime holidays and beyond with these six timeless tales.
This collection of family-friendly films featuresPrince of Egypt: The Story of
Moses, the epic story of Moses leading God's people from slavery to
abundance, along with the beloved Bible stories of Noah's Magic Ark, The Ten
Commandments and Joseph's Coat of Many Colors. Plus, kids will bounce
along with the topsy-turvy Easter adventures of Easter in Bunnyland and The
Great Easter Egg Hunt.With hours of animated entertainment, these films will
inspire children of all ages with their messages of friendship, obedience, and
unwavering faith. Cinedigm
Stella and Sam: Bunny Hop With wild red hair and an imagination to match,
nine-year-old Stella is truly a star in the eyes of her four-year-old brother Sam.
He feels lucky to have a big sister like Stella, who goes on tons of adventures
and wouldn't dream of leaving Sam out of the fun! As they explore the world
in all its seasons, they make friends and discover many things, especially about
themselves. Cinedigm
Listen Up Philip is a literary look at the triumph of reality over the human
spirit. Anger rages in Philip (Jason Schwartzman, Rushmore, The Grand
Budapest Hotel) as he awaits the publication of his sure-to-succeed second
novel. He feels pushed out of his adopted home city by the constant crowds
and noise, a deteriorating relationship with his photographer girlfriend Ashley
(Elisabeth Moss, Mad Men, The One I Love), and his indifference to promoting
his own work. When Philip's idol Ike Zimmerman (Jonathan Pryce, Brazil,
Pirates of the Caribbean) offers his isolated summer home as a refuge, he
finally gets the peace and quiet to focus on his favorite subject - himself.
Cinedigm
Matlock Greatest Cases This release serves up a dozen episodes of Matlock,
the legal mystery series starring Andy Griffith as a seek-sucker suited defense
lawyer with a folksy demeanor and a practically perfect record in court.
Matlock makes a case for flawless television in a collection of twelve all-time
favorite episodes. Andy Griffith stars as famed criminal defense attorney Ben
Matlock, as he takes on some of his most memorable cases and unforgettable
opponents. Boasting an all-star roster of guest stars, including Don Knotts,
Dick Van Dyke, Bryan Cranston and Scott Bakula, it would be a crime to miss
these twelve landmark cases. From shady siblings to an eccentric millionaire
to a killer comic, life is just a mystery waiting to be solved. Luckily, Ben Matlock
is on the case. Paramount
Petticoat Junction Family Favorites Don't miss out on all the comical
misadventures of the Bradley ladies with the Petticoat Junction Family
Favorite Episodes compilation! Featured in all eight of these beloved,
top-rated episodes are the Shady Rest Hotel caretaker Kate Bradley and her
three beautiful daughters, Betty Jo, Bobbie Jo, and Billie Jo. Between keeping
lazy Uncle Joe in line, as well as maintaining a watchful eye on her daughters
hectic love lives, Kate has more than enough to keep her hands full! Featuring
notable guest stars, these treasured Petticoat Junction episodes will provide
enough fun and entertainment to keep the whole family laughing for hours!
Paramount
JAG Complete Series Military murder... treason... terrorism. They're all
investigated and prosecuted by the elite legal wing of lawyers known as JAG.
Now enjoy all 10 seasons of the Emmy Award-winning series that explodes
with action, drama and adventure, and stars JAG's top-flight team of
characters portrayed by David James Elliott, Catherine Bell, John M. Jackson,
Patrick Labyorteaux, Scott Lawrence, and Zoe McLellan. This highly stylized
Complete Series Collector's Edition features is ready to soar, featuring the
entire JAG series and is loaded with special features - including an exclusive
Bonus Disc with brand-new cast and crew interviews, a one-of-a-kind JAG
Challenge Coin, and a 40-Page JAG Manual featuring intel about the actual
JAG Corps and military history, character biographies, trivia and more. This
action-packed 56-disc DVD collection is a must-own for all JAG fans!
Paramount
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MacGyver: The Complete Series Using his brain in place of a gun, secret agent
Angus MacGyver (Richard Dean Anderson) relies on his knowledge of science to save
himself and others from jeopardy. Deploring the promotion of everyday violence,
MacGyver refuses to carry weapons and instead designs lifesaving tools out of
household staples like paper clips and duct tape. Anderson portrays a likeable hero
of strong principles and intellect in this clever series, which successfully ran for seven
years and continues to remain a beloved cult favorite. This collection presents the
series in its entirety. Season 1 He's everyone's favorite action hero... but he's a hero
with a difference. Angus MacGyver (Richard Dean Anderson) is a secret agent whose
wits are his deadliest weapon. Armed with only a knapsack filled with everyday items
he picks up along the way, he improvises his way out of every peril the bad guys
throw at him. Making a bomb out of chewing gum? Fixing a speeding car's brakes...
while he's riding in it? Using soda pop to cook tear gas? That's all in a day's adventures for MacGyver. He's part Boy Scout, part genius. And all hero. Season 2 MacGyver
is no ordinary secret agent. He never carries a gun. His drinks aren't shaken or stirred.
And he fights for justice using the most dangerous weapon of all: his intelligence.
Richard Dean Anderson stars as television's favorite boy scout-turned-action-hero:
Angus MacGyver. When an American pilot is shot down over Central America or a
top-secret missile is stolen, the authorities call on MacGyver, a former Special Forces
agent, to save the day. When all other means of solving problems are exhausted, a
call goes out for MacGyver! Season 3 Get ready for good, old-fashioned adventure.
Richard Dean Anderson stars as Angus MacGyver - the legendary secret agent whose
wits are his most trustworthy weapon. MacGyver is a one-manned unarmed force
who can find his way out of any danger using everyday items he's picked up along
the way. The third season of MacGyver finds him doing what he does best - confronting dangerous foes, overcoming unbelievable odds, and rescuing innocent victims.
It's all in a day's adventure for MacGyver. Season 4 There's never been another hero
like MacGyver. Brilliantly brought to life by Richard Dean Anderson, MacGyver is the
ultimate all-American good guy. In the action-packed fourth season, old friends and
old enemies return to complicate MacGyver's life, including strong-willed Penny (Teri
Hatcher), an murderous Murdoc (Michael Des Barres). Not to mention the usual drug
smugglers, terrorists, rebels and killers Mac must bring to justice. It's more edge-ofthe-seat adventure from one of the most exciting television series of all time. Season
5 This season offers up some unexpected surprises for MacGyver and his fans: a
mysterious trip back in time, an unexpected partnership with his nemesis (Michael
De Barres), and much more. Once again, every entertaining episode of MacGyver is
always worth watching again and again. Season 6 When all else fails...call in
MacGyver to save the day. And in the sixth season, he faces his toughest obstacles.
How will MacGyver outwit a serial killer, an unstoppable assassin and an enemy
agent who endangers a friend's life? In every exciting episode, the problems are
deadly...but the solutions are pure adventure. Season 7 With his inventive mind and
nice-guy approach, it's no mystery that MacGyver (Richard Dean Anderson) always
pulls off the assignment he's given. But TV's favorite action hero isn't quite done... In
the seventh and final season of MacGyver, our hero faces off against criminals with
the most outrageous schemes - nuclear terrorists...a mad arsonist...even a voodoo
priest! Plus a time-travel adventure and an emotional series finale with the biggest
surprise yet! Paramount
Song One Anne Hathaway stars as Franny in Song One, a romantic drama set against
the backdrop of Brooklyn s vibrant modern-folk music scene. After Franny's musician
brother Henry (Ben Rosenfield, Boardwalk Empire) is injured and hospitalized in a
coma following a car accident, Franny returns home after a long estrangement and
begins to use his notebook as a guide to how his life has evolved in her absence.
Franny seeks out the musicians and artists Henry loved, in the course of her journey
meeting James Forester (Johnny Flynn), his musical idol, whose success and fame
belie a shy and private man. As a strong romantic connection develops between
Franny and James, the question becomes if love can bloom even under the most
adverse circumstances. The film, produced by Jonathan Demme, also stars Oscar
winner Mary Steenburgen (The Help) and features original music composed by
Jenny Lewis and Jonathan Rice, and live performances from Sharon Van Etten, The
Felice Brothers, Dan Deacon, Paul Whitty, Naomi Shelton and the Gospel Queens, Cass
Dillon, Elizabeth Ziman and Lola Kirke. Cinedign
One Step Beyond Produced a year before the Twilight Zone, One Step Beyond –
which ran on ABC for three seasons (1959-1961) – sparked the growing interest in
paranormal suspense in the late 1950s. Rather than creating fictional stories with
mystical twists and turns like the more well-known sci-fi series of the time, this
program sought out “real stories” of supernatural events to be re-enacted. From
ghosts and monsters to mysterious disappearances, each eerie episode presents
storylines that defy common understanding of reality. No solutions to these mysteries were ever found, leaving viewers bewildered … wondering if the paranormal
truly exists. Includes appearances by such iconic stars as Charles Bronson, Cloris
Leachman, Robert Loggia, Ross Martin, Warren Beatty, Robert Blake, Suzanne
Pleshette and Joan Fontaine. Hosted by John Newland (Don’t Be Afraid of the Dark,
Peyton Place, Dr. Kildare), this set includes the most original episodes ever offered in
a single package to date. BONUS: Episode guide with synopses. Film Chest

